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Executive Summary
Background
Prostate cancer is the most common
nondermatologic cancer in men.1,2 The
American Cancer Society has estimated
that 241,740 men were expected to receive
a diagnosis of prostate cancer in 2012,
and 28,170 were expected to die from
the disease.1 Approximately 90 percent
of those who receive such a diagnosis
have cancer confined to the prostate
gland, which is the definition of clinically
localized disease. Since 2004, the prostate
cancer incidence rate has decreased by
2.7 percent annually among men 65 years
of age or older and has remained steady
among men younger than age 65.1 The
major risk factors for prostate cancer are
advanced age, race and ethnicity (the
highest incidence is in blacks), and family
history.
Many cases of prostate cancer have a
protracted course if left untreated. Many
men die with prostate cancer rather
than from it.3 During its early stages,
clinically localized prostate cancer is
usually asymptomatic.4 However, as
the cancer grows, it may cause urinary
problems such as blood in the urine, pain
or a burning sensation during urination,
a weak urine stream, inability to urinate,
and frequent urination, especially at night.
These presenting symptoms, along with
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a physical examination, prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) levels, and biopsy, may be
used to evaluate patients for the presence
of prostate cancer.
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The PSA test is used to measure blood levels of PSA, a
protein produced by the prostate gland.4 Elevated PSA
levels may indicate the presence of prostate cancer, but
elevations are also seen in conditions such as benign
prostatic hyperplasia and prostatitis. Conversely, some
patients with prostate cancer do not have elevated levels of
PSA.5 Moreover, the cutpoint separating a “normal” PSA
level from an abnormal level also remains a subject of
debate. In recent years, more frequent use of PSA testing
has intensified concern about overdiagnosis of prostate
cancer (i.e., detection of cancer that would have remained
silent and caused the patient no illness throughout his
lifetime).2,4

Staging is the process of assessing whether the cancer is
confined to the prostate gland or has spread and the extent
of the spread.4 Staging of prostate cancer could be clinical
(based on a digital rectal examination of the prostate
gland, imaging tests, prostate biopsy, and laboratory tests)
or pathological (based on surgery and examination of
resected prostate tissue). The staging system currently
used is the American Joint Committee on Cancer TNM
classification.4 TNM classification is based on the extent
of primary tumor (T stages), whether cancer has spread to
the adjacent lymph nodes (N stages), and any metastasis
(M stages).4,12 TNM categories are combined with the
Gleason histologic score and PSA results (stage grouping)
to determine the overall stage, commonly reported as stage
I, IIA, IIB, III, or IV, with stage I being the least advanced
and stage IV being the most advanced. In the absence of a
Gleason histologic score, staging can be based on the TNM
classification.

In May 2012, the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
recommended against PSA-based screening for prostate
cancer in healthy men of all ages, concluding that the
harms of screening outweigh the benefits (Grade D
recommendation).6 However, health care professionals and
professional societies have continued to debate the merits
of PSA-based screening. Potential benefits of regular
PSA screening include early cancer detection and reduced
mortality rates. Potential harms include anxiety related to
abnormal results, pain, infection, bleeding from diagnostic
biopsies, and morbidity from definitive treatment in men
who may not need such treatment.7-10 No organization
(including the American Urological Association) currently
recommends routine PSA-based screening.

Another categorization—incorporating PSA levels,
Gleason histologic score, and TNM stage—stratifies
tumors into low, intermediate, and high risk: the concept
reflects the likelihood of progressing with no treatment or
recurring after early intervention. The levels are defined as
follows:4
• Low risk (corresponding to stage I): a PSA level of 10
ng/mL or less, a Gleason score of 6 or less, and clinical
stage T1c or T2a

Determining which men with clinically localized prostate
cancer are most likely to benefit from interventions
such as surgery and radiation could potentially improve
the balance of benefits and harms, especially in those
identified by screening. Current practice is to use tumor
grade as the primary prognostic variable in patients with
clinically localized prostate cancer.2 After biopsy confirms
the presence of the cancer, pathologists report tumor
grade using the Gleason score, which ranges from 2 to
10.4 Gleason 8 and higher tumors are considered the most
aggressive, Gleason 7 tumors are considered somewhat
less aggressive, and Gleason 6 or lower tumors are
considered potentially indolent.11

• Intermediate risk (roughly corresponding to stage IIA):
a PSA level of greater than 10 to 20 ng/mL, a Gleason
score of 7, or clinical stage T2b but not qualifying for
high risk
• High risk (roughly corresponding to stage IIB): a PSA
level of greater than 20 ng/mL, a Gleason score of 8 or
higher, or clinical stage T2c
This risk-assessment scheme, although commonly used,
has significant limitations in assessing patients in the
intermediate- and high-risk groups. A good example of a
risk-assessment scheme developed and validated across
populations is the University of California, San Francisco,
Cancer of the Prostate Risk Assessment (CAPRA). The
CAPRA is associated with both overall and cause-specific
survival and can be used to predict disease recurrence and
mortality after radical prostatectomy (RP).13-16 These riskassessment tools may be improved in the future with the
use of biomarkers (e.g., actinin alpha 1, derlin 1).

A biopsy-based Gleason score may not always accurately
reflect the real aggressiveness of the prostate cancer.
Therefore, efforts are underway to identify more reliable
prognostic factors. PSA, PSA kinetics (rate of rise in
PSA over time and doubling time for PSA), and digital
rectal examination are still very important when deciding
treatment. Additionally, radiographic imaging in highrisk disease is valuable, along with other diagnostic
assessments, before making definitive treatment decisions.

Clinicians make pretreatment assessment of whether
prostate cancer is localized by determining tumor stage,
basing their decision on clinical examinations (e.g., digital
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rectal examination, imaging and laboratory tests, prostate
biopsy). According to a 2013 clinical practice guideline
published by the National Comprehensive Cancer
Network, clinically localized prostate cancer includes
clinical stage T1–T3a, N0–X, and M0.17 This expert
opinion–based guideline further categorizes clinically
localized disease based on the recurrence risk as follows:

likelihood of cancer progression without treatment;
surgeon experience and preference; treatment-related
convenience and costs; and potential for eradication and
adverse effects (e.g., incontinence, sexual dysfunction).4
Before choosing any intervention, the patient’s overall
health status should be assessed because it may influence
response to therapy, severity of complications, and life
expectancy.4

• Very low recurrence risk: T1c, Gleason score ≤6, PSA
<10 ng/mL, fewer than three prostate biopsy cores
positive, ≤50 percent cancer in each core, PSA density
<0.15 ng/mL/g

The National Cancer Institute and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention sponsored a National Institutes
of Health (NIH) State-of-the Science Conference in
December 2011 to better understand the risks and benefits
of AS and other observational management strategies
for low-grade localized prostate cancer detected by PSA
screening.3 AS (with curative intent) usually includes
hands-on followup in which PSA levels are checked,
prostate biopsies may be repeated, and subsequent
treatment is planned. The panel concluded that AS should
be offered to patients with low-risk prostate cancer.3

• Low recurrence risk: T1–T2a, Gleason score ≤6, PSA
<10 ng/mL
• Intermediate recurrence risk: T2b–T2c or PSA 10–20
ng/mL or Gleason score 7
• High recurrence risk: T3a or Gleason score 8–10 or
PSA >20 ng/mL
The focus of this report is clinically localized prostate
cancer (T1–T3a). Locally advanced (T3b–T4), metastatic,
and recurrent prostate cancer are outside the scope of this
report.

The NIH panel used the term “watchful waiting” to
describe a palliative observational strategy—that is,
waiting for symptoms to appear and then intervening
to manage the symptoms. In the 2008 Comparative
Effectiveness Review “Comparative Effectiveness of
Therapies for Clinically Localized Prostate Cancer,”
these two approaches were considered together.18 In the
literature, the distinction between AS (with curative intent)
and other observational strategies (with palliative intent)
has not always been clear; however, for this systematic
review update we attempted to separate the two using the
definitions proposed at the 2011 NIH State-of-the-Science
Conference.3

Therapies for Clinically Localized Prostate Cancer

The primary goal of treating clinically localized prostate
cancer is to target men most likely to need intervention to
prevent disability or death while minimizing interventionrelated complications. Frequently used treatment options
include the following:
• RP, including laparoscopic or robotic-assisted
prostatectomy
• External beam radiotherapy (EBRT), including
conventional radiation, intensity-modulated radiation
(IMRT), three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy
(3D-CRT), stereotactic body radiation therapy, and
proton beam therapy

Objectives of This Review

This report updates a 2008 systematic review conducted
by the University of Minnesota Evidence-based Practice
Center (EPC).18 This update examines the same four Key
Questions (KQs) as the original report and summarizes the
more recent evidence comparing the relative effectiveness
and safety of treatment options for clinically localized
prostate cancer.

• Interstitial brachytherapy (BT)
• Cryotherapy
• Observation or watchful waiting (WW); the two terms
are used interchangeably throughout the report
• Active surveillance (AS)

Key Questions and Scope

• Hormonal therapy (e.g., androgen-deprivation therapy
[ADT])

Key Questions

• High-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU)

The KQs are as follows:

Choice of treatment options may be influenced by
numerous factors. These include patient age and health
at the time of diagnosis, life expectancy, and estimated

Key Question 1: What are the comparative risks and
benefits of the following therapies for clinically localized
prostate cancer?
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Comparators: Comparators were any interventions of
interest listed above.

a. Radical prostatectomy, including open (retropubic and
perineal) and laparoscopic (with or without robotic
assistance) approaches

Outcomes: The primary outcome is overall mortality
or survival. Additional outcomes include prostate
cancer–specific mortality or survival, biochemical (PSA)
progression, metastatic and/or clinical progressionfree survival, health status, and quality of life (QOL).
We focused primarily on common and severe adverse
events of treatment, including bowel, bladder, and sexual
dysfunction, as well as harms from biopsy such as
bleeding and nosocomial infections. For KQ 3, we focus
on RP compared with other interventions in association
with provider location, case volume, and affiliation with
academic centers.

b. External beam radiation therapy, including standard
therapy and therapies designed to decrease exposure
to normal tissues such as three-dimensional conformal
radiotherapy, intensity-modulated radiation therapy,
proton beam therapy, and stereotactic body radiation
therapy
c. Interstitial brachytherapy
d. Cryotherapy
e. Watchful waiting
f. Active surveillance
g. Hormonal therapy

Timing: Duration of followup was appropriate for the
outcome under consideration.

h. High-intensity focused ultrasound
Key Question 2: How do specific patient characteristics
(e.g., age, race/ethnicity, presence or absence of comorbid
illness, preferences such as tradeoff of treatment-related
adverse effects vs. potential for disease progression) affect
the outcomes of these therapies overall and differentially?

Settings: All settings were considered.

Key Question 3: How do provider/hospital characteristics
(e.g., geographic region, case volume, learning
curve) affect outcomes of these therapies overall and
differentially?

Medical Librarians in the ECRI Institute–Penn Medicine
EPC Information Center performed literature searches
following established systematic review protocols.
We searched the following databases using controlled
vocabulary and text words: Embase®, MEDLINE®,
PubMed®, and the Cochrane Library from January 1, 2007,
through March 7, 2014.

Methods
Search Strategy

Key Question 4: How do tumor characteristics (e.g.,
Gleason score, tumor volume, screen-detected vs.
clinically detected tumors, PSA levels) affect the outcomes
of these therapies overall and differentially?

Study Selection

Scope

We used the same study selection criteria as in the 2008
report. For KQs 1, 2, and 4, we included randomized trials
only if the randomized treatment allocation was based
on men with clinically localized disease and if clinical
outcomes were reported for T1, T2, and T3a disease
separately from T3b and T4 disease. We also included
large nonrandomized comparative studies (N ≥500) that
controlled for potentially confounding variables. For KQ
3, we included multicenter studies that compared RP
with another treatment of interest, enrolled 500 or more
patients, used appropriate statistical techniques to control
for potentially confounding variables, and examined the
effect of provider characteristics on survival of patients
with localized prostate cancer.

An analytic framework showing the populations,
interventions, comparators, outcomes, timing, and setting
(PICOTS) in diagram form is shown in Figure 1 of the full
report.
Population: KQs 1–4: The population comprised men
considered to have clinically localized prostate cancer (T1–
T3a, N0–X, M0–X), regardless of age, histologic grade, or
PSA level. Studies were excluded if more than 15 percent
of men with disease stage higher than T3a were enrolled
and data were not reported separately for men with T1, T2,
and/or T3a prostate cancer.
Interventions: For KQs 1–4, we included treatment
options for men with clinically localized prostate cancer:
RP (including retropubic, perineal, laparoscopic, robotic
assisted), EBRT (including conventional radiation, IMRT,
3D-CRT, proton beam, and stereotactic body radiation
therapy), interstitial BT, cryotherapy, WW, AS, hormonal
therapy, and HIFU.

Data Extraction and Management

We used the DistillerSR® (Evidence Partners, Inc., Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada) Web-based systematic review software
for abstract screening. One team member extracted data
directly into a Word document and a second team member
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reviewed the extractions. The data extracted included
study, patient, tumor, and intervention characteristics
and predefined outcomes. We calculated standard errors,
regression coefficients, and 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
from reported means, standard deviations, and sample
size when provided and appropriate, if not already done
in the original study.19 Also, because of the possibility
of subjective interpretation, we judged the risk-of-bias
items in duplicate. We resolved all discrepancies through
discussion. Multiple publications of the same study (e.g.,
publications reporting subgroups, other outcomes, longer
followup) were identified by examining author affiliations,
study designs, enrollment criteria, and enrollment
dates. Multiple publications were used only when each
publication had unique data not reported in the most
comprehensive and recent publication.

of 15 percent or more in the length of followup for
comparison groups, or trial stated that there was not good
fidelity to the protocol. To be considered as having medium
risk of bias, the study met neither the criteria for low risk
of bias nor the criteria for high risk of bias.
Data Synthesis

Because of the differences in study designs, treatments,
patient and tumor characteristics, and reporting of
outcomes, the 2008 report did not pool studies for KQs
1, 2, and 4. For the same reason, we performed only
qualitative analysis in this update.
Because randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and
nonrandomized comparative studies differed substantially
in average risk of bias, we performed separate qualitative
analyses and present results separately for these study
designs. The findings from the RCTs and nonrandomized
comparative studies were included in our discussion and
formed the basis of our overall conclusion. We further
stratified the results from the RCTs based on comparisons
across and within primary treatment categories.

Risk-of-Bias Assessment of Individual Studies

Because of the possibility of subjective interpretation,
two researchers assessed methodologic risk of bias for
each study and resolved discrepancies by consensus.
When consensus could not be reached, a third researcher
adjudicated.

Generally, we report summaries of effectiveness and
adverse event outcomes with ranges according to
treatment option, tumor characteristics, and group sample
size. For KQ 1, we summarize and discuss comparative
risks, benefits, and outcomes of therapies. For KQ 2, we
summarize how patient characteristics affect outcomes.
For KQ 4, we summarize how tumor characteristics affect
outcomes. For KQ3, we were unable to identify any studies
that met our inclusion criteria.

We assessed the risk of bias by following the guidelines
in the chapter “Assessing the Risk of Bias of Individual
Studies When Comparing Medical Interventions” in
the “Methods Guide for Effectiveness and Comparative
Effectiveness Reviews.”20 This involved evaluating several
items such as randomization, allocation concealment,
intention-to-treat-analysis, and completeness of followup.
Additionally, we assessed fidelity to the protocol to address
performance bias and blinding of outcome assessors to
address detection bias when outcomes were subjective.

Strength–of-Evidence Grading

To be considered as having low risk of bias, the study must
have met all the following conditions: randomization or
pseudorandomization (e.g., using instrumental variable
analysis) of study participants to treatment groups,
concealment of allocation, data analysis based on the
intention-to-treat-principle, an outcome that was objective
if outcome assessors were not blinded or blinding of
outcome assessors was not reported, a difference of 15
percent or less in the length of followup for the comparison
groups, data for more than 85 percent of enrolled patients
provided at the timepoint of interest, and no clear
indication of lack of fidelity to the protocol.

We provided evidence grades for the following patientoriented outcomes: overall mortality or survival, prostate
cancer–specific survival, progression to metastases, and
QOL. We assessed strength of evidence by following
the guidelines from the article “Grading the Strength
of a Body of Evidence When Comparing Medical
Interventions” by Owens and colleagues.21 We graded the
strength of evidence based on the following domains: risk
of bias (low, medium, or high), consistency (consistent,
inconsistent, or unknown/not applicable), directness (direct
or indirect), and precision (precise or imprecise). Two
independent graders assessed each domain, and differences
were resolved by consensus.

To be considered as having high risk of bias, the study
must have met at least one of the following criteria:
trial did not randomly or pseudorandomly (i.e., using
instrumental variables) assign patients to study groups
and did not blind outcome assessors, trial had a difference

We assigned the strength of evidence an overall grade
of high, moderate, low, or insufficient, as outlined by
Owens and colleagues.21 Briefly, a high grade reflects high
confidence that the effect estimate lies close to the true
effect; a moderate grade reflects moderate confidence; a
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low grade reflects limited confidence; and an insufficient
grade reflects either no evidence, inability to estimate
an effect, or no confidence in the effect estimate. The
decision to grade an evidence base as insufficient rather
than low often reflected an imprecise effect estimate (a
non–statistically significant effect with 95% CIs wide
enough to allow the possibility of a significant benefit for
one treatment compared with another) in an evidence base
with only one or two studies. However, we also graded
as insufficient evidence from a single study with medium
risk of bias or from fewer than three consistent studies
with high risk of bias, even when findings were direct and
precise. Because multiple factors other than treatment can
influence apparent differences between interventions, we
placed a high value on replication of findings, even more
so for studies with high risk of bias. Further explanation of
this conservative approach to evidence grading appears in
the Discussion.

Peer reviewers were invited to provide written comments
on the draft report based on their clinical, content, or
methodological expertise. The EPC considered peer
review comments on the preliminary draft of the report in
preparation of the final report. The dispositions of the peer
review comments are documented and will be published 3
months after the publication of the evidence report.

Results
Evidence Base

Our searches of the literature identified 5,210 potentially
relevant articles. We excluded 1,508 articles by reviewing
the titles, 3,420 by reviewing the abstracts, and 221 by
reviewing the full-length articles. Figure 2 in the full report
is a flow chart that describes in detail the exclusion process
and the reasons for exclusion at each review level. The
remaining 61 publications, describing 52 unique studies,
made up the evidence base for this review.

When evidence came from subgroup analyses (KQs 2
and 4), we lowered the strength-of-evidence grade by one
level. For example, when the strength of evidence for a
primary analysis in KQ 1 was low, strength of evidence for
subgroup analyses from the same studies was considered
insufficient. We adopted this approach because subgroup
analyses were usually underpowered to detect differences
between treatments and sometimes not prespecified at
the beginning of the study. In general, subgroup analyses
should be considered as hypothesis generating rather than
definitive analyses.

All 52 studies met the inclusion criteria for review for KQ
1. Thirteen of these studies also met the inclusion criteria
for KQ 2, and 20 of them met the inclusion criteria for KQ
4. Studies that addressed KQ 1 reported data for patientoriented outcome measures such as overall survival,
all-cause mortality, prostate cancer–specific mortality,
QOL, and adverse events. Evidence addressing KQ 2 or 4
came solely from subgroup analyses of some larger studies
that addressed KQ 1. Although these subgroup analyses
reported data on overall survival, all-cause mortality, or
prostate cancer–specific mortality for specific patient
subgroups, they did not report adverse events that occurred
in these subgroups.

Applicability

Applicability assessment refers to how generalizable
findings from this report are to other populations and
settings. We assessed applicability by following the
guidelines in the article “Assessing the Applicability of
Studies When Comparing Medical Interventions” by
Atkins and colleagues.22 The applicability of the evidence
involves the following five aspects: patients, interventions,
comparisons, outcomes, and settings.22

KQ 1: Comparative Risks and Benefits of
Therapies for Clinically Localized Prostate Cancer

Eight RCTs in 16 publications addressed comparative
risks and benefits for various therapies. Our risk-of-bias
assessments for the eight trials appear in Table C-1 of
Appendix C. Of these eight RCTs, seven were categorized
as medium risk of bias for all outcomes excluding the QOL
outcome. One study received a rating of low risk of bias.23
Because QOL is subjectively interpreted, studies that did
not blind outcome assessors received a lower rating for this
outcome.

We addressed factors relevant to the applicability of
the evidence by evaluating patient selection in both
observational studies and clinical trials. We considered
the primary biology and epidemiology (grade and stage of
the prostate cancer) and the present-day clinical practice
setting. The typical interventions, comparisons, outcomes
(e.g., overall mortality, prostate cancer–specific survival),
and settings of care were also used to specify more clearly
the most applicable study characteristics (i.e., most typical
of care for patients with localized prostate cancer in the
United States).

Table A summarizes our findings from RCTs on the
major health outcomes for KQ 1. These outcomes include
overall survival, all-cause mortality, prostate cancer–
specific mortality, QOL, and progression to metastases,
for which we assessed the strength of evidence. For the
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comparison of RP versus WW, the Scandinavian Prostate
Cancer Group-4 (SPCG-4) trial reported that all-cause and
prostate cancer–specific mortality at the end of the 15-year
followup period favored RP, but the strength of evidence
was insufficient. Both the Prostate Cancer Intervention
Versus Observation Trial (PIVOT) and SPCG-4 studies
reported data on all-cause and prostate cancer–specific
mortality at the end of the 12-year followup period, but we
found that the evidence on these outcomes at this timepoint
was insufficient to draw any conclusion (based mostly on
imprecision in the statistically nonsignificant effect sizes).
However, both trials found that progression to metastases
was significantly lower among patients in the RP group
than in the WW group; the strength of evidence was
moderate due to consistent and precise findings in medium

risk-of-bias trials. The evidence on other patient-oriented
outcomes based on the two trials is insufficient to permit
conclusions.
For the comparison of 3D-CRT alone versus 3D-CRT
combined with ADT,23 data on overall survival, all-cause
mortality, and prostate cancer–specific mortality reported
in the trial favor the combined treatments. Although a
single trial, the study was precise with a low risk of bias,
which allowed a low strength-of-evidence grade. For
the comparison of EBRT alone versus EBRT combined
with ADT, data on overall survival, all-cause mortality,
and prostate cancer–specific mortality reported in the
trial favor the combined treatments with an insufficient
strength-of-evidence grade.

Table A. Summary of the main findings from randomized controlled trials for Key Question 1
Comparison
and
Outcome

RP vs. WW,
all-cause
mortality

Evidence
Base

Risk of
Bias

Findings

2 trials SPCG- SPCG-4: Favors RP at 15 years.
Medium
424-26 PIVOT27 ARR, 6.6%; 95% CI, -1.3% to 14.5%.
(N = 1,426)
Cumulative incidence: 46.1% vs.
52.7%; RR, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.61 to 0.92

Consistency

Directness
and
Precision

SOE
Grade

Consistent

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

Inconsistent

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

No significant difference between the
interventions at 12 years. ARR, 7.1%;
95% CI, -0.5 to 14.7%. Cumulative
incidence: 32.7% vs. 39.8% (137 vs.
156 deaths); RR, 0.82; 95% CI, 0.65
to 1.03
PIVOT: No significant difference
between the interventions at 12 years.
ARR, 2.9%; 95% CI, -4.1% to 10.3%
(171 [47.0%] vs. 183 [49.9%] deaths);
HR, 0.88; 95% CI, 0.71 to 1.08
RP vs. WW,
PCSM

2 trials SPCG- SPCG-4: Favors RP at 12 and 15 years. Medium
424-26 PIVOT27 ARR, 6.1%; 95% CI, 0.2% to 12.0%.
(N = 1,426)
Cumulative incidence: 14.6% vs.
20.7%; RR, 0.62; 95% CI, 0.44 to 0.87
PIVOT: No significant difference
between the interventions. ARR, 2.6%;
95% CI, -1.1 to 6.5 (21 [5.8%] vs. 31
[8.7%] deaths); HR, 0.63; 95% CI,
0.36 to 1.09

RP vs. WW,
QOL

1 trial SPCG424-26
(N = 695)

No significant difference between the
interventions at median followup of
12.2 years
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High

Table A. Summary of the main findings from randomized controlled trials for Key Question 1
(continued)
Comparison
and
Outcome

RP vs. WW,
QOL (urinary
leakage)

Evidence
Base

Risk of
Bias

Findings

2 trials SPCG- Favors WW for urinary leakage (2–4
424-26 PIVOT27 years)
(N = 1,426)
SPCG-4: OR, 2.3; 95% CI, 1.6 to 3.2

Consistency

Directness
and
Precision

SOE
Grade

Mediuma

Consistent

Direct
Precise

Lowa

Medium

Inconsistent

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

PIVOT: RR, 2.69; 95% CI, 1.61 to
4.51
RP vs. WW,
QOL (erectile
dysfunction at
4 years)

2 trials SPCG- SPCG-4: No significant difference
424-26 PIVOT27 between interventions for erectile
(N = 1,426)
dysfunction at 4 years

RP vs. WW,
QOL (bowel
dysfunction)

1 trial
PIVOT27
(N = 731)

No significant difference between
interventions for bowel dysfunction

Medium

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

RP vs. WW,
progression to
metastases

2 trials SPCG- Favors RP
424-26 PIVOT27
SPCG-4: RR, 0.65; 95% CI, 0.47 to
(N = 1,426)
0.88

Medium

Consistent

Direct
Precise

Moderate

High

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Precise

Insufficient

PIVOT: RR, 1.84; 95% CI, 1.59 to
2.11. Favors WW at 2 years

PIVOT: HR, 0.40; 95% CI, 0.22 to
0.70
RALRP vs.
LRP, QOL
(urinary
continence,
erectile
function)

1 trial28
(N = 120)

Favors RALRP at 1 year

RRP vs. BT,
QOL

1 trial29
(N = 200)

No significant difference between the
interventions at 5-year followup

High

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

RPP vs. RRP,
QOL (urinary
continence,
erectile
function)

1 trial30
(N = 200)

Favors RRP for erectile function (60% High
vs. 42%; p = 0.032) at 2 years; no
significant between-group difference in
urinary continence

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Precise
(erectile
function)

Insufficient

3D-CRT vs.
3D-CRT plus
ADT, overall
survival

1 trial23
(N = 206)

3D-CRT vs.
3D-CRT
plus ADT,
all-cause
mortality

1 trial23
(N = 206)

Urinary continence: 95% vs. 83.3%;
p = 0.042
Erectile function: 80% vs. 54.2%;
p = 0.02

Imprecise
(urinary
continence)
Favors 3D-CRT plus ADT at median
7.6-year followup

Low

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Precise

Low

Low

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Precise

Low

HR, 3.0; 95% CI, 1.5 to 6.4 (44 vs. 30
deaths)
Favors 3D-CRT plus ADT at median
7.6-year followup
HR, 1.8; 95% CI, 1.1 to 2.9
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Table A. Summary of the main findings from randomized controlled trials for Key Question 1
(continued)
Comparison
and
Outcome

Evidence
Base

3D-CRT vs.
3D-CRT plus
ADT, PCSM

1 trial23
(N = 206)

EBRT vs.
EBRT plus
ADT, overall
survival

1 trial31
(N = 1,979)

EBRT vs.
EBRT plus
ADT, PCSM

1 trial31
(N = 1,979)

EBRT vs.
EBRT plus
ADT, QOL
(sexual
function)

1 trial31
(N = 1,979)

EBRT vs.
cryotherapy,
overall
survival

Risk of
Bias

Findings

Favors 3D-CRT plus ADT at median
7.6-year followup

Consistency

Directness
and
Precision

SOE
Grade

Low

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Precise

Low

Medium

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Precise

Insufficient

Medium

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Precise

Insufficient

Favors EBRT at 1 year OR, 1.72; 95%
CI, 1.17 to 2.52; p = 0.004

High

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Precise

Insufficient

1 trial32
(N = 244)

No significant difference between
interventions at 5 years. Difference,
1.2 (95% CI, 6.8–9.2)

Medium

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

EBRT vs.
cryotherapy,
PCSM

1 trial32
(N = 244)

No significant difference between
interventions at 5 years. Difference,
0.3 (95% CI, 4.8–5.4)

Medium

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

EBRT vs.
cryotherapy,
QOL (urinary
function)

1 trial33
(N = 244)

Favors cryotherapy (p value was
statistically significant) at 3 years

High

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Precise

Insufficient

EBRT vs.
cryotherapy,
QOL (bowel
function)

1 trial33
(N = 244)

No significant difference between
interventions at 3 years

High

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

EBRT vs.
cryotherapy,
QOL (sexual
function)

1 trial33
(N = 244)

Favors EBRT (p-value was statistically
significant) at 3 years

High

Consistency
unknown
(single study)

Direct
Precise

Insufficient

HR, 4.1; 95% CI, 1.4 to 12.14 (14 vs.
4 deaths)
Favors EBRT plus ADT at median 9.1year followup
HR, 1.17; 95% CI, 1.10 to 1.35 (57%
vs. 62% survival rate)
Favors EBRT plus ADT at median 9.1year followup
HR, 1.87; 95% CI, 1.27 to 2.74 (8 vs.
4 deaths)

The evidence base for this outcome contained 1 medium and 1 high risk-of-bias study; because of this borderline between medium
and high risk, the strength of evidence was lowered from moderate to low.
Note: For the interpretation of SOE grading, see definitions of evidence grades in the Methods section under Strength-of-Evidence
Grading.
3D-CRT = 3-dimensional conformal radiation therapy; ADT = androgen-deprivation therapy; ARR = absolute risk reduction;
BT = brachytherapy; CI = confidence interval; EBRT = external beam radiation therapy; HR = hazard ratio; LRP = laparoscopic
radical prostatectomy; OR = odds ratio; PCSM = prostate cancer–specific mortality; PIVOT = Prostate Intervention Versus
Observation Trial; QOL = quality of life; RALRP = robotic-assisted laparoscopic radical prostatectomy; RP = radical prostatectomy;
RPP = radical perineal prostatectomy; RRP = radical retropubic prostatectomy; RR = relative risk; SOE = strength of evidence;
SPCG 4 = Scandinavian Prostate Cancer Group 4; WW = watchful waiting.
a
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Of 44 nonrandomized comparative studies included,
we categorized 41 as high risk of bias for all reported
outcomes. (See Table 10 in the full report for risk-ofbias assessment criteria and Table C-2 of Appendix C
for individual study assessments.) We categorized the
three remaining studies as medium risk of bias because
all used instrumental variable analysis, which effectively
“pseudorandomizes” patients into different groups and can
account for both measured and unmeasured confounders.34

evidence for all comparisons.) Although the majority of
studies had a high risk of bias, the evidence base for allcause mortality and prostate cancer–specific mortality for
the comparison of RP and EBRT included six studies with
consistent and precise findings that provide low strength of
evidence favoring RP. For all other comparisons/outcomes,
the strength of evidence was insufficient.
The definition and severity of adverse events varied
greatly across the studies. Adverse events such as urinary
incontinence and erectile dysfunction were mostly reported
among men who underwent RP. Adverse events such as
genitourinary toxicity, gastrointestinal toxicity, and erectile
dysfunction were reported among men who received
radiation therapy.

Table B summarizes our findings from nonrandomized
comparative studies on overall survival, overall mortality,
prostate cancer–specific mortality, or QOL for each
treatment comparison and outcome with evidence from at
least three nonrandomized comparative studies. (See the
Results section in the full report for a full description of

Table B. Summary of the main findings from nonrandomized comparative studies for Key Question 1
Comparison
and
Outcome

Evidence
Base

Risk of
Bias

Findings

Consistency

Directness
and
Precision

SOE
Grade

RP vs. EBRT,
all-cause
mortality

6 studies35-40
(N = 22,771)

Favors RP Five of 6 studies found that
High
overall mortality was significantly lower
after RP (followup, 3–15 years)

Consistent

Direct
Precise

Low

RP vs. EBRT,
PCSM

6 studies35,37-41
(N = 23,301)

Favors RP All 6 studies found that
PCSM was significantly lower after RP
(followup 3–15 years)

High

Consistent

Direct
Precise

Low

RP vs. BT,
PCSM

3 studies35,39,42
(N = 22,337)

Outcomes between groups did not
differ significantly in any study

High

Consistent

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

RP vs.
observation,
all-cause
mortality

4 studies34,36,40,43 Favors RP with multivariable regression High
(N = 131,114) or propensity score analyses, but 1
study using instrumental variable
analysis did not find a significant
between-group difference

Inconsistent

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

RP vs.
observation,
PCSM

3 studies34,40,43
(N = 63,219)

Favors RP with multivariable regression High
or propensity score analyses, but 1
study using instrumental variable
analysis did not find a significant
between-group difference

Inconsistent

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

RALRP vs.
RRP, QOL

3 studies44-46
(N = 2,108)

In 1 study, RALRP was associated with High
greater problems with incontinence.
The 2 treatment groups did not differ in
sexual dysfunction

Inconsistent
for
continence;
consistent
for sexual
dysfunction

Direct
Imprecise

Insufficient

Two studies found no between-group
differences for continence or sexual
function

BT = brachytherapy; EBRT = external beam radiation therapy; PCSM = prostate cancer–specific mortality; QOL = quality of life;
RALRP = robotic-assisted laparoscopic radical prostatectomy; RP = radical prostatectomy; RRP = radical retropubic prostatectomy;
SOE = strength of evidence.
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KQ 2: Specific Patient Characteristics Affecting
Outcomes of the Therapies

the findings of the subgroup analyses should be interpreted
with caution because these analyses may misleadingly
dismiss differences because of a lack of power.24

We identified four RCTs and nine nonrandomized
comparative studies that addressed the impact of
significant patient characteristics on outcomes. Two RCTs
comparing RP and WW and another two RCTs comparing
EBRT alone and EBRT plus ADT performed subgroup
analysis according to patient characteristics. In the PIVOT
trial,27 investigators reported no differences in all-cause
mortality and prostate cancer–specific mortality between
RP and WW when patients were stratified according
to age. In contrast, investigators in the SPCG-4 trial24
reported that the advantages of RP over WW in allcause mortality, prostate cancer–specific mortality, and
progression to metastases were statistically significant for
patients younger than 65 years of age but not for the older
patient group. The SPCG-4 trial investigators noted that

One study reported that 3D-CRT plus ADT was associated
with significantly lower 8-year all-cause mortality
compared with 3D-CRT alone for patients with no
comorbidity or a minimal comorbidity score. However, for
patients with a moderate or severe comorbidity score, allcause mortality did not differ significantly between the two
treatments. For reasons described in the Methods section,
all subgroup analyses were considered inconclusive, with
insufficient strength of evidence.
Table C summarizes our findings on overall survival,
overall mortality, prostate cancer–specific mortality, or
QOL from the randomized trials that addressed KQ 2.
Results for nonrandomized comparative studies can be
found in the Results section of the full report.

Table C. Summary of the main findings from randomized controlled trials for Key Question 2

Comparison

Outcome

Evidence
Base

Patient
Characteristics
by Which Data
Were Stratified

Findings

There was a significant reduction in allcause mortality, PCSM, and progression
to metastases in the younger than 65
years age category but not in the 65
years or older category.

SOE Grade

RP vs. WW

All-cause
1 trial
mortality, PCSM, SPCG-424-26
and progression
(N = 695)
to metastases at
15 year followup

Age

RP vs. WW

All-cause
mortality and
PCSM at 12
years

1 trial
PIVOT27
(N = 731)

Age, race,
No significant difference between
Insufficient
self-reported
interventions in either younger than
for patient
performance status 65 years or 65 or older age group, race
subgroup
(white, black, and other), or performance
(score 0 or 1–4) category.

3D-CRT vs.
3D-CRT plus
ADT

All-cause
mortality at 8
years

1 trial23
(N = 206)

Comorbidity
scores
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Among patients with no or minimal
comorbidity, all-cause mortality was
higher for the EBRT-alone group
than for the EBRT plus ADT group.
Among men with moderate or severe
comorbidity, all-cause mortality was
not significantly different between the 2
treatment groups.

Insufficient
for patient
subgroup

Insufficient
for patient
subgroup

Table C. Summary of the main findings from randomized controlled trials for Key Question 2
(continued)

Comparison

EBRT vs.
EBRT plus
ADT

Outcome

Overall survival,
PCSM

Evidence
Base

1 trial
(N = 1,979)
31

Patient
Characteristics
by Which Data
Were Stratified

Age, race

Findings

Age group was unrelated to survival.
EBRT plus ADT was associated with a
significantly lower PCSM than EBRT
alone among men older than 70 years
of age, but not among men 70 years of
age or younger. EBRT plus ADT was
also associated with significantly greater
overall survival and significantly lower
PCSM among white patients but not
among black patients.

SOE Grade

Insufficient
for patient
subgroup

3D-CRT = 3-dimensional conformal radiation therapy; ADT = androgen-deprivation therapy; EBRT = external beam radiation therapy;
PCSM = prostate cancer–specific mortality; PIVOT = Prostate Intervention Versus Observation Trial; RP = radical prostatectomy;
SOE = strength of evidence; SPCG 4 = Scandinavian Prostate Cancer Group-4; WW = watchful waiting.
KQ 3: Provider/Hospital Characteristics Affecting
Outcomes of the Therapies

cause mortality and prostate cancer–specific mortality
among men with PSA levels of less than 10 ng/mL but
resulted in a significant reduction in all-cause mortality
(but not prostate cancer–specific mortality) among men
with PSA levels higher than 10 ng/mL. In contrast,
investigators in the SPCG-4 trial24 reported that the PSA
level (<10 vs. ≥10 ng/mL) did not alter RP’s effect in
reducing all cause mortality or prostate cancer–specific
mortality. However, the tumor stage differed in these trials.
In PIVOT almost 45 percent of the men had T2 prostate
cancer, whereas in the SPCG-4 study the figure was almost
75 percent.

We did not identify any comparative study directly
examining how provider or hospital characteristics
influence the effectiveness of different treatments. As
a result, this review does not add new information on
this KQ beyond that from the 2008 report. The 2008
report found that results from national administrative
databases and surveys suggested that provider/hospital
characteristics—including RP procedure volume, physician
specialty, and geographic region—affect outcomes.
Screening practices can influence the characteristics
of patients receiving diagnoses and tumors detected.
Screening practices and treatment choices varied by
physician specialty and across U.S. regions. Given the
diverse readership of this report, we would also like to note
a landmark U.S. Government Accountability Office report
that found a growing concern that financial incentives (a
provider characteristic) may continue to drive treatment
selection and costs.47

In another trial, adding short-term ADT to EBRT
led to significantly higher overall survival and lower
prostate cancer–specific mortality among patients with
intermediate-risk prostate cancer, but not among patients
with high- or low-risk prostate cancer, compared with
EBRT alone. For reasons described in the Methods section,
all subgroup analyses were considered inconclusive, with
insufficient strength of evidence.
Table D summarizes our findings on overall survival,
overall mortality, prostate cancer–specific mortality, or a
global QOL score from the RCTs that addressed KQ 4.
Results for nonrandomized comparative studies can be
found in the Results section of the full report; all findings
had insufficient strength of evidence.

KQ 4: Tumor Characteristics Affecting Outcomes
of the Therapies

We identified 4 RCTs and 16 nonrandomized comparative
studies that addressed the effect of tumor characteristics.
Two RCTs compared RP and WW; another RCT compared
EBRT alone and EBRT plus ADT and performed subgroup
analysis according to tumor characteristics. In the PIVOT
trial,27 investigators reported that RP did not reduce all-
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Table D. Summary of the main findings from randomized controlled trials for Key Question 4

Comparison

Outcome

Evidence
Base

Tumor
Characteristics
by Which Data
Were Stratified

Findings

SOE Grade

RP vs. WW

All-cause
mortality
and PCSM
at median
followup of 10
years

1 trial
PIVOT27
(N =731)

PSA levels

No reduction in all-cause mortality among Insufficient
men with PSA levels of ≤10 ng/mL treated for patient
with RP compared with WW. All-cause
subgroup
mortality (but not PCSM) was reduced by
13.2% among men with PSA levels of >10
ng/mL who were treated with RP compared
with WW.

RP vs. WW

All-cause
mortality at 15
year followup

1 trial
SPCG-424-26
(N = 695)

PSA levels

No reduction in all-cause mortality among Insufficient
men with PSA levels of <10 ng/mL or ≥10 for patient
ng/mL treated with RP compared with WW subgroup
at 15 year followup.

RP vs. WW

All-cause
mortality at 15
year followup

1 trial
SPCG-424-26
(N = 695)

Gleason score

No reduction in all-cause mortality among
men with Gleason score <7 or ≥7 treated
with RP compared with WW at 15-year
followup.

Insufficient
for patient
subgroup

RP vs. WW

All-cause
mortality
and PCSM
at median
followup of 10
years

1 trial
PIVOT27
(N = 731)

Risk level based
on PSA levels,
Gleason score, or
tumor stage

There was a 31% relative reduction in
all-cause mortality among men with
intermediate tumor risk treated with RP
compared with WW.

Insufficient
for patient
subgroup

RP vs. WW

All-cause
mortality
and distant
metastases
at 15-year
followup

1 trial
SPCG-424-26
(N = 695)

Risk level based
on PSA levels,
Gleason score, or a
WHO grade of 1

There were significant absolute betweenInsufficient
group reductions of 13.2% for all-cause
for patient
mortality and 11.4% for distant metastases subgroup
among men with low-risk tumors who were
treated with RP compared with those in
WW at 15-year followup.

EBRT vs.
EBRT plus
ADT

Overall
survival and
PCSM at 10
years

1 trial31
(N = 1,979)

Risk level based
on PSA levels,
Gleason score, or
tumor stage

Among men with intermediate-risk tumors, Insufficient
overall survival was increased to 60% in
for patient
the EBRT plus ADT group compared with subgroup
54% in the EBRT-alone group. Among men
with low-risk tumors, overall survival was
increased to 67% in the EBRT plus ADT
group compared with 60% in the EBRTalone group.

There was a significant reduction in PCSM
among men with PSA >10 ng/mL and men
with high-risk tumors who were treated
with RP compared with WW.

There was no reduction in PCSM among
men with low-risk tumors who were treated
with EBRT alone compared with EBRT
plus ADT
ADT = androgen deprivation therapy; EBRT = external beam radiation therapy; PCSM = prostate cancer–specific mortality;
PIVOT = Prostate Intervention Versus Observation Trial; PSA = prostate-specific antigen; RP = radical prostatectomy; SOE = strength
of evidence; SPCG 4 = Scandinavian Prostate Cancer Group-4; WHO = World Health Organization; WW = watchful waiting.
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Discussion

balance the tradeoff between the potential benefit in
long-term survival and the potential harms (e.g., urinary
incontinence, sexual dysfunction) associated with the
treatments. Ultimately, personal preferences and values
play a significant role in this decisionmaking. This may be
particularly true for patients with life expectancies of less
than about 15 years.

Key Findings and Strength of Evidence

Extended followup data from SPCG-4 and the recently
published findings from the PIVOT trial add to our
understanding of the effects of RP versus WW or
observation in subgroups. However, neither study
compared RP with active surveillance. The strength of
evidence from the SPCG-4 and PIVOT trials is graded as
insufficient for all-cause mortality and prostate cancer–
specific mortality at 12 or 15 years (meaning that the
evidence does not permit a conclusion). However, both
trials reported consistent findings regarding a significant
reduction in progression to metastases in the RP group
compared with the WW group. This consistency, combined
with medium risk of bias and precision, means that the
strength of evidence is moderate for this outcome. The
2008 report similarly showed a significant reduction in
incidence of distant metastases in the RP group compared
with the WW group based on 10-year followup of SPCG418 but did not have evidence from PIVOT to support this
finding.

This review and the 2008 report both attempted to evaluate
whether a particular patient group (in terms of age, race,
general health status, and various tumor risk factors)
might benefit more than another group from compared
interventions. Addressing this question would help patients
and clinicians make better informed treatment decisions.
The SPCG-4 trial reviewed in the 2008 report performed
subgroup analysis by age and had already found that
survival benefits of RP compared with WW may be limited
to men younger than 65 years of age.48
The evidence reviewed in this update does not provide
any consistent conclusion on this issue. For example,
the SPCG-4 trial found that RP led to significantly lower
all-cause and cancer-specific mortality compared with
WW among patients younger than 65 years of age but
not among the older patient group.27 However, the PIVOT
study did not have the same finding regarding age.24 The
PIVOT trial found that RP did not reduce all-cause or
cancer-specific mortality among men with PSA levels of
10 ng/mL or less but resulted in a significant reduction
among men with PSA of more than 10 ng/mL. However,
this finding is not confirmed by the SPCG-4 trial, which
found that overall mortality was reduced by RP regardless
of PSA level. Despite these differences, the two trials also
show some overlap in findings (reduced mortality with RP)
for the subgroup of patients with PSA of more than 10 ng/
mL. Nevertheless, inconsistency remains in the evidence.
The subgroup analyses might have misleadingly dismissed
differences because of the lack of statistical power.24
Therefore, clear guidance regarding the appropriate
patient population for RP is difficult to establish. Four
observational studies that used multivariable or propensity
score analyses to adjust for known confounding factors
found a lower overall mortality risk with RP than with
WW,34,36,40,43 but when one of these studies also performed
an instrumental variable analysis (which adjusts for
known and unknown confounding factors), no significant
between-group difference was observed.34 Given that the
patient population in this latter study was derived from a
database of patients 65 years or older, the findings in this
analysis are comparable to those of the SPCG-4 trial24-26 for
patients aged 65 years or older.

We did not perform a meta-analysis on these outcomes,
primarily because of differences between the two trials in
enrolled patient populations. Compared with the SPCG4 trial, the PIVOT enrolled a higher percentage of men
with nonpalpable tumors (T1c, 50% vs. 12%) and with
low PSA values.26 The SPCG-4 trial used an eligibility
criterion of T1 or T2 stage; however, given the lack of
widespread PSA screening in the early portion of the
study, these tumors are at higher risk of being understaged
by digital rectal examination than PSA-screened tumors in
the PIVOT. The two trials also differed in their protocol for
the observation arms. Both trials reported similar hazard
ratios for prostate cancer–specific mortality, but the hazard
ratio for all-cause mortality was higher in the PIVOT
than the SPCG-4 trial. This suggests that prostate cancer
deaths in the PIVOT may have been diluted by deaths
from other causes or competing risks. This conjecture, in
turn, suggests that the underlying health of men in the two
RCTs was different and poses the question of whether the
PIVOT data can apply to a healthy cohort. Furthermore, in
the PIVOT study, the median survival was assumed to be
15 years in the original study design and 10 years in the
updated design. The PIVOT investigators failed to accrue
their targeted enrollment of 2,000 patients to surgery or
observation.
In our review, we were unable to draw any conclusions
about the effect of various treatments on global QOL.
Therefore, it is unclear how patients as a whole will
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This current review also evaluated RCTs that compared
EBRT alone versus EBRT combined with ADT31 and
3D-CRT alone versus 3D-CRT combined with ADT.23 The
evidence based on both RCTs23,31 suggests that the results
for overall survival and prostate cancer–specific mortality
favored the combined treatments, although only one RCT23
met the threshold for low strength of evidence. However,
in both studies, the dose of radiation therapy was lower
than is currently known to be effective. These findings are
similar to the findings of two RCTs summarized in the
2008 report.18 The subgroup analysis in one RCT23 also
suggests that the advantage of 3D-CRT combined with
ADT may occur only among patients with no comorbidity
or a minimal comorbidity score for the outcome all-cause
mortality. The evidence in another RCT31 suggests that the
advantage of EBRT combined with ADT may occur only
among white patients for the outcome of overall survival
and among white patients and men older than 70 years of
age for the outcome of prostate cancer–specific mortality.
For both outcomes, the study found a significant benefit for
combined therapy among patients with intermediate-risk
prostate cancer, but not among patients with high- or lowrisk prostate cancer. In this study, the length of ADT (only
4 months) might have been too short for patients with
high-risk disease. Therefore, although it appears that men
with intermediate-risk prostate cancer may benefit from
4 to 6 months of ADT, this study could not adequately
address either of the study endpoints in the cases in which
longer term ADT may be needed. Moreover, treating lowrisk patients with EBRT plus ADT would be considered
substantial overtreatment by most national clinical practice
guidelines. For these reasons, this evidence is weak and
requires further validation by new studies before it can be
used to form clinical guidance for choosing appropriate
cases for the treatments.

particularly via rigorously designed RCTs, to form a more
reliable foundation for making clinical recommendations.
As noted in the Methods section, we chose a conservative
approach when grading strength of evidence in this report,
because multiple factors other than treatment can influence
apparent differences in clinical outcomes between
interventions observed in these studies. Accordingly, we
placed a high value on replication of findings and believe
that if the evidence was based on a single RCT, it should
be considered sufficient evidence (low strength) only if
that RCT had precise findings and was rated as low risk
of bias. For studies rated as having high risk of bias, we
set a higher bar and required at least three studies with
consistent and precise findings. End-users of this report
can reasonably choose to set a less conservative bar when
making clinical or policy decisions.
Applicability

The evidence-based conclusions are applicable only to
the types of patients enrolled in the studies underlying
those conclusions, the types of clinical settings in which
the studies were conducted, the types of interventions
being compared, and the particular outcomes and followup
periods reported. Table 37 in the full report summarizes
factors that may restrict the applicability of the findings
from the RCTs discussed in the previous section.
Although the restrictions on the applicability of the
conclusions may vary across the evidence bases for
different treatment comparisons, some restrictions may
be common to most of these evidence bases. All but one
of the RCTs in this review recruited their patients before
2002. Since then, the treatment options compared in many
studies have greatly evolved. For example, open surgery
was the main treatment technique for RP in the reviewed
RCTs. However, in recent years, robotic-assisted surgery
has become the dominant technique for RP in the United
States. Similarly, for EBRT, BT, and other treatments,
advances in technologies and knowledge may allow
currently available treatments to better target the cancer,
thereby improving the effectiveness and tolerance of
treatments. Evidence based on dated medical techniques
may not be applicable in current practice.

For a single treatment comparison, we were able to draw
a conclusion from observational evidence based on six
studies of high risk of bias but with consistent findings.
RP was favored over EBRT for both all-cause mortality35-39
and prostate cancer–specific mortality with low strength of
evidence.35,37-41 However, we note that radiation dosage was
not reported in some studies and a proportion of patients
received a lower dose than what is currently considered
effective. Furthermore, despite attempts to adjust for
known confounders, observational studies are vulnerable to
bias from unknown confounding factors. Therefore, RCTs
are needed to address this comparison.

Additionally, patients studied in the RCTs included in
this review may have a different risk profile from patients
currently receiving a diagnosis of prostate cancer. Risk
profiles may affect the findings of treatment comparisons,
although we did not reach any definitive conclusions from
the evidence reviewed for KQs 2 and 4 because of the lack
of statistical power for detecting between-intervention

Similarly, the evidence for other treatment comparisons
covered in the current review needs further validation,
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differences in the subgroup analyses. Ten to 15 years
ago, prostate cancers were primarily detected by digital
rectal examination or tissue specimens obtained during
transurethral resection of the prostate for treating benign
prostatic obstruction. Currently, the vast majority of
prostate cancers detected in the United States are found by
PSA testing. Men often start to receive PSA tests in their
40s and continue taking the test on a regular basis until
their 80s. As a result, patients with an established diagnosis
can be younger and have a more confined cancer than
those studied in the reviewed RCTs, which further restricts
the applicability of the reviewed evidence. Because of
intensified concern about overdiagnosis of prostate cancer
in recent years, the way to use PSA testing for screening
prostate cancer and the criteria for establishing an
abnormal PSA test result may continue to change. Patient
and tumor characteristics of men with prostate cancer
in the future are likely to be different from those of men
diagnosed in the past as well as those of men diagnosed
today.

patient subgroups of interest a priori. They should also
enroll patients who are representative of current clinical
practice using similar enrollment criteria that would allow
comparison of the patients’ outcomes across studies.
RCTs have had challenges achieving target enrollments
for comparing different treatment options. For example,
the PIVOT investigators did not achieve their stated
target enrollment of 2,000 patients. This suggests that
comparative effectiveness research to guide treatment
decisions will likely require well-designed observational
studies as well.
Observational studies with better design and conduct (e.g.,
cancer registries and large prospective population-based
cohort studies, use of propensity score or instrumental
variables, use of validated QOL measures) may provide
useful evidence, particularly in cases in which large
differences in outcomes might exist. Observational studies
may help estimate treatment effectiveness in high-priority
patient and tumor subgroups that have not been adequately
addressed in RCTs. Findings from observational
studies may also help in generating hypotheses and
designing better RCTs. We noted and reported that
some observational studies conflicted in findings based
on analytic methods employed (e.g., instrumental
variable analysis vs. propensity scoring vs. multivariable
regression analysis). Most of the existing evidence from
nonrandomized comparative studies comes with treatmentselection biases.

Finally, we note that even in well-designed RCTs that
found an apparent advantage of one intervention over
another, subgroup analyses raise the possibility that not
all patients in the target population will derive equal or
even any benefit from the treatment with the best average
outcome. This is of particular importance given the
potential morbidities associated with prostate surgery
and radiation therapies, which may be avoided if a more
conservative intervention such as active surveillance is
deemed appropriate.

We did not identify any studies that compared AS
with current treatment therapies. Because WW or
observation is not AS, more studies are needed to assess
the effectiveness of AS. These studies might necessitate
adequate consideration of multiparametric magnetic
resonance imaging as a tool to enhance observation or
AS. Additional research comparing observation or AS
with any early intervention is warranted to avoid potential
overdiagnosis and overtreatment in men with PSA-detected
cancer (especially low PSA/low-risk disease, but possibly
intermediate PSA/intermediate-risk disease as well).
Future RCTs that compare early intervention versus AS or
other early interventions should target patients with higher
PSA/higher risk disease, given that the benefits in this
group remain uncertain.

Research Gaps

A fundamental research gap involves the development of
better methods for staging prostate cancer that is detectable
but not metastatic. With current technology, such staging is
not straightforward, and choosing treatment based on stage
for patients whose prostate cancer is detectable but not
metastatic will be difficult until more precise imaging and
diagnostic methods are available.
To further address this review’s KQs, additional RCTs
are needed. In Table G-1 and Table G-2 in Appendix G
of the full report, we summarize nine ongoing clinical
trials. Ideally, future RCTs should (1) recruit patients with
PSA-detected prostate cancer; (2) compare patient-focused
outcomes (e.g., all-cause and cancer-specific mortalities,
QOL) between treatment options, including AS and
techniques used in current practice, and be designed with
a long followup. These RCTs should use standardized
or validated patient outcome measures, have adequate
power to detect significant treatment effects, and define

Furthermore, because prostate cancer is a significant
cause of mortality among men, a research need remains
for better prognostic surrogate markers to predict the risk
of recurrence among patients with clinically localized
prostate cancer.
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Finally, some studies discussed in this report suggest that
outcomes of surgery and radiation are influenced by center
and surgeon case volume and expertise. However, most of
these studies did not provide information about practice of
care that could have influenced the results. Future studies
are needed to fill this gap.
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